Conversion of multiple analyte cation types to a single analyte anion type via ion/ion charge inversion.
Charge inversion ion/ion reactions can convert several cation types associated with a single analyte molecule to a single anion type for subsequent mass analysis. Specifically, analyte ions present with one of a variety of cationizing agents, such as an excess proton, excess sodium ion, or excess potassium ion, can all be converted to the deprotonated molecule, provided that a stable anion can be generated for the analyte. Multiply deprotonated species that are capable of exchanging a proton for a metal ion serve as the reagent anions for the reaction. This process is demonstrated here for warfarin and for a glutathione conjugate. Examples for several other glutathione conjugates are provided as supplementary material to demonstrate the generality of the reaction. In the case of glutathione conjugates, multiple metal ions can be associated with the singly-charged analyte due to the presence of two carboxylate groups. The charge inversion reaction involves the removal of the excess cationizing agent, as well as any metal ions associated with anionic groups to yield a singly deprotonated analyte molecule. The ability to convert multiple cation types to a single anion type is analytically desirable in cases in which the analyte signal is distributed among several cation types, as is common in the electrospray ionization of solutions with relatively high salt contents. For analyte species that undergo efficient charge inversion, such as glutathione conjugates, there is the additional potential advantage for significantly improved signal-to-noise ratios when species that give rise to 'chemical noise' in the positive ion spectrum do not undergo efficient charge inversion.